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Technology is indisputably the greatest portal of change, as innovative breakthroughs are 
solutions to the most pressing global challenges of our time.  

Though unfixed safety issues and the fear of a take-over of robotics remain, advancement in 
robotics is making the long foreseen robotic future more forthcoming.  Better and cheaper 
sensors, more flexible bodies, embedded GPS, and a cloud-computing revolution are enabling 
robots to be more connected and responsive to our environment.  Robots are currently being 
used in agriculture for weed control and harvesting, and in Japan, they’re being trialled in 
nursing.  Smaller robots, such as Dexter Bot, Baxter and LBR iiwa, are designed to easily handle 
laborious tasks, such as manufacturing.  New research is also currently underway into social 
robots that can collaborate and work alongside humans.  

It is without a doubt, that human-machine collaboration is becoming more of a reality as a new 
age of intelligent machines having access to much larger sources of information and able to 
respond without human emotional bias, are on the rise.  The Watson system, for example, is now 
being deployed in oncology to assist in diagnosis and personalised, evidence-based treatment 
options for cancer patients.  Furthermore, the current development of digital genome that allows 
your genome to be sequenced, digitised and stored on a USB stick means that doctors will be 
able to make decisions specialised to individual patients’ cancer treatment.  Additionally, stem 
cell therapy will introduce new adult stem cells into damaged tissue in order to treat disease or 
injury, with minimal risk of rejection and side effects.  This is undeniably a major innovative step 
to bettering the health treatment currently available.  

The main challenge facing businesses within the emerging technology sector is that many of 
the laws and regulations are out of date.  The key European regulation governing privacy and 
data security, for example, is now nearly 20 years old.  It goes without saying that with these 
new transformative technologies there is a dire need for law and regulation.  With this in mind, 
innovations should be welcomed as they offer significant benefits to humanity.  However, 
businesses also need to stay tuned to emerging technologies in order to stay agile and to 
strategise on ways to evolve with the changing times.  With this Emerging Technology Awards 
Guide, Corporate LiveWire celebrates the achievements of those leading from the front and 
shaping the future of tomorrow.
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sNapshot
five developmeNts

to Watch ovEr thE coming yEarS

Wearable Tech
Main SecTorS: health & medicine, fitness, 

ageing, education, gaming, finance.
Key DriverS: bracelets, smart watches, glasses

value: exceed $6 billion by 2016

Smart Machines
Main SecTorS: Gartner suggest that smart machines 
could replace human workers in a plethora of industries, 

from manufacturing to warehousing to transportation.
Key DriverS: robots, self-driving cars

value: $6.2 billion in 2014 (CAGR of 19.7% for the 
five-year period 2014 to 2019)

3D Printing
Main SecTorS: aerospace, medical, automotive, energy, defence.

Key DriverS: 3D-printable materials include advanced 
nickel alloys, carbon fibre, glass, conductive ink, electronics, 

pharmaceuticals and biological materials.
value: annual growth rate of 64.1% for enterprise 3D printer 

shipments through 2019.

Mind-reading Devices
Main SecTorS: technology, telecommunications, 

entertainments and medical.
Key DriverS: IBM predicts that by 2016 

consumers will be able to control electronics 
by using brain power only. People will 

not need passwords.

Mobile Devices
Main SecTorS: retail, technology, telecommunications.

Key DriverS: Tablet PCs will be the fastest growing category 
with 35% growth rate followed by smartphones at 18%.

value: Worldwide mobile device shipments are 
expected to reach 2.6 billion units by 2016.



Excellence in 3d Printing 

innovation in 3d Printing within Business

innovation in 3d Printing within Fashion

innovation in 3d Printing within medicine

innovation in Eco-friendly 3d Printing 

innovation in Professional 3d Printing 

most outstanding in 3d human tissue modelling

most outstanding Solution Provider in open Source 3d Printers 

most outstanding Solution Provider in Professional 3d Printers

Excellence in Emergency alternative accomodation Solutions

most outstanding in commercial real Estate Utilisation Solutions

Excellence in Professional Biometric consultancy Services

Excellence in Security technologies

Kram-Co. Inc.

Wohlers Associates, Inc.

MIRAS3D

Bio3D Technologies

Mcor Technologies

Stratasys Korea

Organovo

ATEAM Ventures

3D Systems

ICAB

Redstone Converged Solutions Ltd.

Advanced Biometrics Inc.

Aditya Infotech Ltd

construction
 3d printing and Bio-printing

domestic
Emergency alternative accomodation Solutions

Electronics
Biometrics

commercial real Estate Utilisation Solutions

Biometrics

Flexible electronics

network

WiNNeRs

Excellence in Security within Biometric technologies

Excellence in Surveillance technologies

most outstanding manufacturing in 
identity Biometric technologies

Excellence in research Flexible technologies

innovation in Flexible displays

 

Excellence in Biometric authentication Systems Solutions

Excellence in Biometric devices Solutions

Excellence in Biometric identity Solutions

Excellence in Biometric Secure Solutions

Excellence in Biometrics Security hardware

Excellence in Biometrics Security System Solutions

Excellence in Biometrics Software and hardware

Excellence in development of authentication technologies

Excellence in development of 
cloud-Based management Solutions

Excellence in Farming & Environmental Solutions

4Gid

AGNITIO

Accurate Biometrics, Inc.

PARC, a Xerox company

Lux Research

MOSA Technology Solutions, LLC

Optimum Biometric Labs

GenKey

Net1 UEPS Technologies, Inc

Biometric Locks Direct Ltd

SecurAX Tech Solutions (I) Pvt. Ltd

BioEnable Technology Pvt Ltd

Applied Recognition

Asure Software

IRIS Corporation Berhad



Excellence in identity Solutions within animal care

Excellence in Providing life Sciences research

Excellence in Security applications

Excellence in Security Server Services

Excellence in Security System Solutions

Excellence in voice Biometrics Software Solutions

Excellence in Surveillance hardware technologies

innovation in Biometrics Security hardware

innovation in Biometrics Security Solutions

innovation in Biometrics Security technologies

innovation in Business applications Solutions

innovation in cloud & mobile Solutions

innovation in cloud Biometrics Security technologies

innovation in cloud Security Services

innovation in Face recognition Software

innovation in Finger authentication technologies

innovation in Fingerprint Solutions

Identachip

Life Technologies Corporation

Face Data, Inc.

CSR-Support LLC & dba  
CYBER SUPPORT SOLUTIONS

Hirsch Identive

Nuance Voice Biometrics

Biometrics4ALL, Inc.

IdentyTech Solutions America

Integrated Biometrics

Identify Security Software Inc.

Integra Micro Systems (P) Ltd

M2SYS

ImageWare Systems – Biometrics

Communication Intelligence Corporation

Kairos

mofiria Corporation

Precise Biometrics

network network

WiNNeRs

innovation in mobile Biometrics Security technologies

innovation in Providing it Solutions & Services

innovation in Security iris System

innovation in Security management Solution

innovation in Security Solutions

most outstanding Biometrics identify Solutions

most outstanding Biometrics Security System Solutions

most outstanding development in
Biometrics Security applications

most outstanding development in Biometrics System

most outstanding development in Biometrics technology

most outstanding development of Biometric Software 

most outstanding development of 
cloud Biometrics Services

most outstanding Facial recognition Solutions

most outstanding in Biometrics it Security System 

most outstanding in Biometrics Security System

most outstanding in Fingerprint technologies Solutions

most outstanding in iris Security System 

iPulse Systems

Legend Systems Private Limited

CMITech Company, Ltd.

MagnaQuest Technologies

Lumidigm, Inc

PRM Group

secunet

FacePhi

iBeta

Ideal Innovations, Inc.

BIOMIDS

BioID

Paycasso

Eye C Solutions

E&M Technologies, Inc.

NEXT Biometrics Group ASA

EyeLock Inc.





most outstanding in Security Services Solutions

most outstanding in Security System within Biometrics

most outstanding in Security System within Biometrics

most outstanding in Software technologies Solutions

most outstanding in Biometrics 
and Surveillance technologies

most outstanding in Biometrics System technologies

most outstanding manufacturing 
in high capacity Wireless transport

most outstanding manufacturing of 
anti-counterfeiting Protection

most outstanding manufacturing 
of Face recognition System

most outstanding manufacturing 
of identity management Service

most outstanding manufacturing 
of mobile Biometric System

most outstanding manufacturing of Security hardware

most outstanding manufacturing of Security hardware 

most outstanding manufacturing 
of voice Biometric Software

Future Security Controls

Facebanx

Facebanx

NexID

Fortuna Infotech

FST21 Inc

AOptix

BrandWatch Technologies

Cognitec

CrossResolve

Credence ID

ATS

Cellnetrix

Auraya Systems Pty Ltd

network network

routine Production of optical Filters

Spintronics

Biofuels

concentrated solar power

Energy
Artificial photosynthesis

WiNNeRs

most outstanding manufacturing 
of Biometrics Software and hardware

most outstanding manufacturing 
of Face recognition technology

most outstanding mobile Fingerprint Biometrics Software

most outstanding Security System Solutions

Excellence in Producing optical Filters

most outstanding manufacturing of memory technologies

innovation in development  
of Artificial Solar-Fuels Technologies

Excellence in renewable Biofuels Energy technologies

innovation in manufacturing of 
renewable Solar Energy technologies

Excellence in renewable Solar Energy Solutions

Aware, Inc.

Aurora Computer Services Ltd

Diamond Fortress Technologies

SB Telecoms & Devices Ltd

Alluxa, Inc

Everspin

JCAP

Diversified Energy Corporation

eSolar

Wilson Solarpower



innovation in manufacturing of Portable Energy Solutions

most outstanding in Biomass renewable Energy

most outstanding in research of  
motion Based renewable Energy

most outstanding in research of Fusion 
reactors within renewable  Solutions

innovation in Fusion System within renewable Energy

most outstanding in development of clean Energy Fuel cell 

most outstanding in manufacturing of Fuel cell 

Excellence in hvac Energy Solutions

innovation in development of lithium-air

innovation in development of nano antenna technologies

most outstanding in research of Solar Panels roadway

Bionic Power Inc.

Green Energy Harvesting

EnerBee

Tokamak Energy

General Fusion 

Ballard Power Systems

Fuel Cell Energy

E-CO

PolyPlus Lithium-Air

RedWave Energy Inc.

Solar Roadway 

Energy harvesting

Fusion power

home fuel cell

 
hvac Energy Solutions

lithium-air battery

nantenna

Solar roadway 

Wireless energy transfer

Zero-energy building

immersive virtual reality

automatic transaction Surveillance Systems

Brand management technology Services

WiNNeRs

Excellence in manufacturing of Wireless Energy transfer

Excellence in green Build Solutions

Excellence in development of cgi within Property design

most outstanding in architectural visualisations 

most outstanding in development 
of cgi within Package design

most outstanding in research of virtual reality 

innovation in immerisive virtual reality

most outstanding in authentication technology Systems

innovation in automatic transaction Surveillance Systems

most outstanding Brand management technology Services

WiTricity Corporation

John Wesley Miller Companies

 

JD3D

Photoplan

McAndrew Company

EON Reality

Duke immersive Virtual Environment

Distributed Management Systems Ltd.

Trapets AB

Adgistics

Entertainment
computer-generated imagery

it and communications
authentication technology Systems



most outstanding Brand-Focused graphic design Solution

most outstanding Business management Software Service

most outstanding call management Solutions

most outstanding in data management 
Solutions within Business 

Excellence in cloud collaboration Platform Security

innovation in cloud Platform Services

innovation in contact centre technology

most outstanding crypto-currency

Excellence in data Exchange Solutions

Excellence in data loss Prevention

Most Outstanding Employee Rewards & Benefits Provider

Excellence in Energy-Efficient Wireless Communication

Excellence in Environmentally Friendly technology

Sinage Design

Quickening Group

Sesui Ltd.

Domo

Ribose

Morpheus Data, LLC

Noetica Ltd.

UCICOIN

NAPAfrica

Clearswift

Benefex

RF Communications

Richard Chambers GmbH

Brand-Focused graphic design Solution

Business management Software Service

call management Solutions

civictechnology

cloud collaboration Platform Security

cloud Platform Services

contact centre technology

cryptocurrency

data Exchange Solutions

data loss Prevention

Employee Rewards & Benefits Provider

Energy-Efficient Wireless Communication

Environmentally Friendly technology

WiNNeRs



most outstanding information management Solution

most outstanding it asset management Service

Excellence in it-Based Service management Solutions

most outstanding Supplier of legal Software technology

innovation in development visible 
light communications technologies

Excellence in location Positioning technology

innovation in automation technologies 
within machine vision Systems

innovation in manufacturing of machine vision Systems 

most outstanding in machine vision Solutions

most outstanding microsoft-based Business Solutions

Applied Principles Ltd

VAR Solutions UK Limited

SupaTools Limited

Peppermint Technology

pureLiFi

Sysorex

 

AIA

Cognex

Applied Vision

Technology Associates Limited

information management Solution

it asset management Service

it-Based Service management Solutions

legal Software technology

location Positioning technology

microsoft-based Business Solutions

machine vision

li-Fi

new technology integration

online Service desk Solution

Quantum cryptography

Quantum computing

Radio-frequency identification

WiNNeRs

Excellence in new technology integration

most outstanding online Service desk Solution

Excellence in research of Quantum computing 

most outstanding in development of Quantum computing 

most outstanding in manufacturing 
of Quantum cryptography System

most outstanding in Quantum-Safe crypto Solutions

innovation in antennas hardware 
within network communication

innovation in contactless Smart tickets

innovation in manufacturing of mobile rFid readers

innovation in manufacturing of rFid Solutions

innovation in manufacturing of rFid technologies

most outstanding in manufacturing of 
Radio-Frequency Identification Technologies

Most Outstanding in Radio-Frequency Identification Solutions

Abintra Consulting

Simplisys Ltd. 

Cambridge Quantum Computing Limited

D-Wave Systems, Inc.

MagiQ Technologies Inc.

ID Quantique 

Alien Technology

Confidex

Zebra Technologies

AIM, Inc.

SMARTRAC

Impinj, Inc.

Omni-ID



Excellence in Semantic information management 

Most Outstanding in Development of Software Defined Radios

most outstanding Specialist Brand agency 2015

innovation in creating human interface For ai

innovation in English Speaker voice 
interaction within mobile devices

innovation in Eyes-Free Software within mobile devices

innovation in Providing Speech recognition 
Solutions to the global Field Service industry

innovation in Speech recognition within mobile devices

innovation in voice interaction within mobile devices

most outstanding in development of 
Speech recognition within mobile devices

most outstanding technology-Based 
marketing Services company 

Semantic Web Company

FlexRadio Systems

Warren Creative

Oben

Sport Mantel

Robin Labs

Kextil

Sonalight

MeMeMe

Conversant Labs

Inspired Thinking Group

Semantic Web or answer machine

Software-defined Radio

Specialist Brand agency 2015

inspired thinking group

Speech recognition

Fastsms

improved apps ltd

virtual reality

WiNNeRs

most outstanding text messaging Platform

most outstanding User-Friendly help & training Solutions

Excellence in virtual reality Experience

innovation in virtual reality Experience

innovation in virtual reality within virtual tours

most outstanding in virtual reality within industry

most outstanding in virtual reality within media

innovation in development of 2d 
and 3d imaging and graphics

innovation in development of nano scale devices 

innovation in development of nano scale materials

innovation in development of nano-Engineer

innovation in development of 
nanotechnology in Water Filtration

innovation in development of optic testing Solutions

Fastsms

Improved Apps Ltd

Pixelcase 

Koncept VR

VISUALISE

VIRTALIS

THE VR COMPANY

3rd Tech

NanoLab

Evident Technologies

Nanocyl

ItN Nanovation GmbH

Luna Innovations Incorporated

materials science
2d imaging and 3d computer graphics Products



innovation in manufacturing of nanomaterial’s

innovation in manufacturing of nanomaterial’s technology

most outstanding in development 
of nanomaterial technologies

most outstanding in nanoparticle research to treat cancer

most outstanding in research of nano electronics

Excellence in 3d displays technologies

Excellence in manufacturing of 3d displays technologies

Excellence in manufacturing of 3d visual technologies

innovation in 3d displays technologies

innovation in development of 3d cinema

innovation in development of 3d displays technologies

innovation in development of 3d visual technologies

innovation in glasses-Free 3d displays technologies

innovation in manufacturing of 
glasses-Free 3d displays technologies

most outstanding in 3d displays technologies

most outstanding manufacturing in 3d display Systems 

most outstanding manufacturing in 3d displays technologies

most outstanding manufacturing in 3d visual technologies

innovation in aerogel technologies

most outstanding in aerogel technologies

most outstanding in development of amorphous metal

 

Applied NanoWorks

NanoMaterials Technology

Nanophase

Nanoprobes

Minatec

3DFusion

Exceptional 3D

Holoxica

Fujifilm

MasterImage 3D

Samsung Electronics 

RealD

PureDepth

Magnetic 3D

3DIcon

Zecotek Photonics

LG

XpanD

JIOS Aerogel Limited

Aspen Aerogels

Liquidmetal® Technologies

2d imaging and 3d 
computer graphics Products

3d displays

aerogel

amorphous metal

WiNNeRs



most outstanding in development of conductive Polymers

innovation in development of 
high-temperature superconductivity

most outstanding in development of 
high-temperature superconductivity

Excellence in manufacturing of laser Phosphor display 

innovation in development of litracon

most outstanding in development of litracon

Excellence in  research of 
mobile communication technologies

Excellence in development of optical 
interference Filters in astronomy

Excellence in manufacturing of telecommunication Systems

Excellence in development of Synthetic Super alloy

Celanese

STI

SuperPower Inc

Prysm

LiTraCon

SPIE Professional

Qualcomm

Omega Optics

EOSPACE Inc

Element Six

conductive Polymers

mobile network

nanomaterials: carbon nanotubes

laser video displays

Superalloy

laser video displays

high-temperature Superconductivity

Superalloy

WiNNeRs

Excellence in manufacturing of Super alloy

Excellence in manufacturing of Synthetic diamond 

innovation in manufacturing of Super alloy

most outstanding in development 
Super alloy within aerospace

most outstanding in manufacturing of Super alloy

most outstanding in manufacturing of Synthetic diamond 

Excellence in BioPhotonics technology

innovation in medical implants

most outstanding in medical implants

most outstanding in life Extension Solutions

most outstanding Flexible it healthcare Solutions

innovation in research of genetic Engineering

NECTAR TECHNOCAST PVT LTD.

Washington Diamonds Corporation

Multinox overseas 

OFFICINE DAL ZOTTO SRL

FerroBend 

Scio Diamond Technology Corporation

Engeenuity LLC

Orthopedic Implants

RTI Surgical

Alcor 

In Practice Systems Ltd.

BGene

medical
BioPhotonics technology

Body implants, Prosthesis

cryonics

Flexible it healthcare Solutions

genetic Engineering 



most outstanding communications 
Software in the health Sector

Excellence in research of life Extension

Excellence in development of oncolytics for cancer therapies 

Excellence in research of t-cell therapy

most outstanding in biopharmaceutical

most outstanding in development and research of Biotech 

most outstanding in development of oncolytic 

Excellence in clinical development 
of advanced cell technologies

most outstanding Stem cell technology

Excellence in development and 
manufacturing in Stem cell Products 

innovation in clinical development of Stem cell

most outstanding in clinical development of Stem cell

RPM Solutions

Calico

Western Oncolytics Ltd

TILT Biotherapeutics

Genelux

DNAtrix

Viralytics

Ocata Therapeutics, Inc

Reinnervate ReproCELL Group

Stemedica

Caladrius Biosciences

StemCells, Inc.

health Sector

life Extension

Stem cell technology

Stem cell treatments

oncolytic virus

Stem cell treatments

Synthetic Biology, Synthetic genomics

tissue Engineering

tricorder

WiNNeRs

most outstanding in development 
Biotechnology within healthcare

most outstanding in development of Stem cell 

most outstanding in development of Stem cell treatments

Excellence in development of Synthetic Biology

most outstanding in development 
of Biological technologies

Excellence in development of tissue Engineering

innovation in research of tissue Engineering

most outstanding in development of tissue Engineering

most outstanding in research of tissue Engineering

most outstanding in development of 
Biomedical Engineering 

Excellence in development of Stealth 
technology within defanse

BrainStorm Cell Therapeutics

Regeneus Ltd

Gamida Cell

Griffin Securities

ETC Group

Cytograft Tissue Engineering

A-SKIN 

SYNTHASOME Inc

IBI S.A.

The DNA Medicine Institute

BAE Systems

military
cloak of invisibility



innovation in manufacturing of lEd lighting Solutions

Excellence in development of laser Weapon Systems

innovation in manufacturing of laser Weapon Systems

most outstanding in research of Electroencephalography

most outstanding in vendor 
neutral data Envrionment Systems

Excellence in development of robotics

innovation in development and 
manufacturing analytical instruments

innovation in manufacturing of nano Probing System

most outstanding in nanotechnology 
Within healthcare Services

ForceField Energy

Raytheon

Northrop Grumman Corporation

Alpha-Active

Teraco Data Environments Pty Ltd

HANSON ROBOTICS

Agilent Technologies

DCG Systems

Nanomix

molecular nanotechnology, nanorobotics

Powered Exoskeleton

Swarm robotics

WiNNeRs

most outstanding in research 
and development Functional materials

innovation in manufacturing of robotic Exoskeleton

Excellence in development of autonomous Swarm robotics

most outstanding development of robotics 

innovation in manufacturing of aircraft vehicle

Excellence in autonomous vehicle System

Excellence in manufacturing of autonomous 
vehicle-to-vehicle System

innovation in manufacturing of autonomous vehicle

innovation in manufacturing of Eco-friendly  
autonomous vehicle

most outstanding development of autonomous vehicle

most outstanding development of hybrid & Electric vehicle

Versilant Nanotechnologies

ReWalk 6.0

CoCoRo Project

Dash Robotics

Aeros

Mobileye

AutoTalks

Codha Wireless

Covisint

QNX

Delphi

Force Field

molecular nanotechnology, nanorobotics

neuroscience
Electroencephalography

vendor neutral data Envrionment Systems

laser Weapon

robotics
android, gynoid

transport
aeroscraft

autonomous car



innovation in customised drive control Solutions

Excellence in development of luxury aerocar

innovation in aerocar

innovation in development of aerocar

most outstanding development of aerocar

innovation in manufacturing of Fusion rocket

most outstanding research of Quantum Probes

Excellence in manufacturing of magnetic levitation

innovation in manufacturing of magnetic levitation

most outstanding in manufacturing of magnetic levitation

innovation in manufacturing of Spaceplanes

innovation in manufacturing of Supersonic vehicle

innovation in manufacturing of Unmanned aircraft Systems

innovation in Unmanned vehicle

most outstanding development of Unmanned Submersible

most outstanding development of 
Unmanned vehicle within aerospace

MSF-Vathauer

Terrafugia

PAL-V

Moller International

AeroMobil

Ad Astra Rocket

Fusion Genomics

Crealev

Butterfly Haptics

Quanser

Bristol Spaceplanes

Boeing

Marques Aviation Ltd

Kairos Autonomi

SeeByte

Blue Bear Systems Research

Spaceplane

magnetic levitation

Fusion rocket

Supersonic transport

Unmanned vehicle

customised drive control Solutions

Flying car

WiNNeRs
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it goes to 7-8%, and with the addition of his fuel 
treatment up to 10% has been reached. On top of 
this, the oil burned on the road is reduced by 50%, a 
big further contribution to emission reduction.

chambeRs’ five fuRtheR 
techNoloGies also meet 
the same peRfoRmaNce 

RequiRemeNts; easy use, 
siGNifcaNt saviNGs aNd  

coNtRibutioNs to the 
eNviRoNmeNt.

The work of only about 10% of all electric motors 
requires that their speed has to  be variable, so us-
ing frequency inverters (FI). These convert the cur-

Richard Chambers‘ family background with engi-
neering and sales provided his technical and mar-
keting foundation, extended by his Commerce de-
gree at Birmingham University, where commerce 
students were required to take part in at least 2 
factory visits per month in “the city of a thousand 
trades”. In his first job after his military service, dur-
ing which he built his own car, he nearly caused a 
strike by showing how much more efficiently the 
assembly work could be done, which threatened to 
upset the payment scheme agreed with the trade 
union. Further, joining near-bankrupt GEC Ltd.  
just after its saviour, Arnold Winestock, he was al-
located four factories with full authority to either 
get each factory out of the red, or sold, within two 
years. None was sold. Under Winestock’s guid-
ance, other factories mostly went a similar route. 
Ten years later, Weinstock was complaining that he 
could not find acceptable investment opportunities 
for all the money heaped-up in the banks. Cham-
bers rates this period as being highly formative in 
his radical approach to saving. Today he finds that 
too many still ask “what does it cost?” and too few 
“what does it bring?”.

His early exposure to system design came to a head 
after GEC, when he joined British European Airways. 
First, he sorted out the inter-airline freight account-
ing system for computerisation, making BEA the 
first airline in the world so to do, and reducing that 
part of the finance division from 85 to 15 workers. 
This successful introduction to freight led to him be-

rent from the normal 50 cycles to direct current, 
and then back to the required cycles to give the 
required speed. This is done even when the full 50 
cycle speed is required, and even at this point the FI 
for  itself takes 6 – 8% power, over and above what 
the motor needs. Yet in some cases, people install 
FIs under the totally false impression that by slow-
ing down the motor when it is running below full 
load, this will save energy.  This is even done when 
the load is zero, and so the motor continues to use 
energy. Two typical examples of this are compres-
sors and escalators. Ask why not just switch off and 
save 100%, possibly one will be told that it saves 
re-starting, and the shock-load which this puts on 
the drive parts.

ing appointed project leader for the airport freight 
system, initially to start up at Heathrow, which took 
on all the work of customs, airlines and freight 
agents regarding import and export airfreight. Go-
ing live on the day stipulated 18 months earlier in 
the software and implementation contract, it was 
adopted by IATA, and within a few years was op-
erating world-wide at international airports, which 
it still does to this day. It also became the basis of 
land and sea systems.

Following this, he took on organisational review 
at China Airlines in Taiwan, and then at Iran Air in 
Tehran, where he also took on system design for a 
bank, and also taught this in a new computer train-
ing school. Then he moved to Gemany.

After 5 years  as Suzuki Germany’s spares and acces-
sories manager, he went independant, and after a 
few years began to concentrate on products which 
offer “saving with more performance”. As much of  
the saving turned out not only to give more per-
formance, but also to bring an ROI of not less than 
700% together with significant environmental ben-
efits, the 6 technologies have gained wide accept-
ance, also outside the German boundary. 

In late 2014 this extended to China, where his fric-
tion reducing product, SX-6000, was, after testing, 
confirmed to be the best weapon against smog.  
The certified minimum saving in motors alone is 
over 5%. Typically, with the gears too being treated, 



the goods reflects their access frequency, then light-
ing the whole length each time makes no sense. In 
production, customers report better lighting and 
cost savings between 40 and 60%, in warehouses 
consistently over 80%. In what, after installation, 
became “factory of the year, 2011”, workplace light-
ing was increased from 500 to 750 lux, tool-making 
and quality control from 750 to over 1000 lux, and 
still the lighting costs fell by 40%. It was commented 
that as the sun went behind and came back in front 
of clouds, no one in the working areas noticed any 
change in light intensity.

LecWec initially met with resistance of mainte-
nance people wanting only to “do a proper repair” 
to oil leaks, but steadily it became realised that 
“proper” repairs could cost massive down-time. 
Further, as long as the treated oil remains in the 
system, LecWec continues to ensure that the leak 
does not come back. Without exception, the saving 
using LecWec, in any oil system and with any oil, by 
far exceeds the minimum 700% ROI of Chambers‘ 
products. To replace a leaking car power steering 
can cost 1100 Euros and a day’s work, while the 
LecWec will cost 11 Euros, and take a minute to ap-
ply. All LecWec does is to replace the lost plasticis-
ers, and so regenerate the polymer seal. 

There is a further problem applicable to the major-
ity of electric motors.  When they are not exactly 
sized to supply the required full load, but have an 
excess of potential power, which is quite normal, 
because motors are supplied in steps of kilowatt 
capacity, not for each kilowatt, even when the mo-
tor is delivering the full required power, it is being 
over-magnetized, so eating unnecessary energy. 
And when running with a lower workload, this mag-
netisation continues at the full level.

The Powerboss Integra is in the world unique with 
what it offers, to deal with these problems and oth-
ers. It has a programmable soft-start, from 1 second 
to over 4 minutes, so can eliminate the shock-load 
and spiking on the circuit. This has been found to 
reduce maintenance costs and breakdowns by over 
80%. About 88 times every second it checks how 
much energy the motor requires to maintain its 
speed, and by phase-cutting give the motor only 
what it needs, so saving magnetisation. With all 
these features it is a rare case where, with a cycli-
cal and not a constantly full-load pattern, less than 
12% energy will be saved while running full-time. 
The saving with compressors is rarely less than  
16%, and often 18%. (Add SX-6000 to the compres-
sor and the saving will go to over 20%, as well as 
saving wear in the compressor.)  There are several 
further functions, such as over- and under-load pro-
tection, current-reverse braking, and if the machine 
runs at no load beyond a programmed time, it can 
be automatically switched off.

To find most faults, and to find them early, will 
make considerable savings. The “Ultrasonic SPY” 

Without exceptioN, the 
saviNG usiNG lecWec, iN 
aNy oil system aNd With 
aNy oil, by faR exceeds 

the miNimum 700% Roi of 
chambeRs‘ pRoducts.

Cold-Plus gives 5 unique treatments to air condi-
tioner and cold systems, durably increasing the ef-
ficiency and life of the system while reducing noise, 
energy requirement, and maintenance costs.

picks up the noises from 
air and hydraulic leaks, 
mechanical defects and 
wear, electrical discharg-
es and ultrasound from 
many other souces. NASA 
compared it with all oth-
er such devices in the 
world market, and found 
it to be three times as 
sensitive as the next best. 
Three are now working 
on the ISS, and since they 
got up there, the supply 
of oxygen has reduced to 
5% of what it was before. 
Professional searchers for 
compressed-air leaks all 
report that they find 50% 
more leaks, and in less 
time, than with any other 
device. It is a pity that so 
many company buyers 
think they should earn a 
medal for finding a de-
vice 1500 Euros cheaper, 
while the leaks not found 
continue to cost the firm 
more likely 15,000 Euros, 
year for year.

the “ultRasoNic spy” 
picks up the Noises 

fRom aiR aNd hydRaulic 
leaks, mechaNical 
defects aNd WeaR, 

electRical dischaRGes aNd 
ultRasouNd fRom maNy 

otheR souces.

Intelligent lighting supplies what is needed, where 
it is needed, and when it is needed. In so many pro-
duction halls lights burn over the whole floor, while 
the sun streams through the windows, and people 
are only working in a few corners. In warehouses, 
so often there is no-one in each alley, but all are 
brightly lit. Even a movement sensor at the front of 
each alley makes little sense, as, if the placement of 
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It’s one thing to have an idea in your head — it’s 
something else to hold it in your hands, or place it 
on your co-worker’s desk. Take your 3D CAD designs 
from on-screen to in-hand with realistic 3D models. 
Through two headquarters, six regional offices and 
a powerful global network of partners, Stratasys 3D 
Printing experts are here to welcome you to a 3D 
world.  

Stratasys offers a comprehensive suite of solutions 
and specialised applications to cover the most de-
manding design and manufacturing requirements. 
Leveraging advanced 3D printing technologies, ma-
terials, services and more than 25 years of custom-
er experience, Stratasys is your partner of choice 
for game-changing additive manufacturing. 

With Stratasys 3D printed concept models, you can 
communicate design concepts to clients, colleagues 
and marketers with tangible products. You also can 
prove out your next big inspiration, incorporate 
improvements early, get a jump on marketing ac-
tivities, and filter out failures before they become 
costly.

Prove and perfect your designs with tough, precise 
testing. Get to market faster by building prototypes 
quickly in-house. Correct errors and make improve-
ments early in the design process when it’s least 
costly. Stratasys 3D printed functional prototypes 
are in a class by themselves for capturing true end 
product realism.

eSolar has assembled a world-class team to bring 
its CSP technology to market. Together we repre-
sent a long-lasting track record of experience in so-
lar technologies. 

eSolar has engineered a paradigm shift in CSP tech-
nology, providing solar energy that is cost-compet-
itive with fossil fuels. eSolar’s technology utilises 
small, flat mirrors to track the sun and reflect the 
sun’s heat to a tower-mounted receiver to create 
steam. This steam powers a traditional turbine and 
generator to produce solar electricity.

With the detailed work and groundbreaking tech-
nology that we have developed going into our Si-
erra SunTower, we are now prepared to offer our 
heliostats as a part of a Solar Collector System 
crossing application barriers no one has before: a 
product that can offer steam power, stored thermal 
power, and process heat at scales relevant to broad 
customer bases.

The eSolar SCS solution is a low-profile, pre-fabri-
cated, very small heliostat design coupled with ad-
vanced aiming controls and logic.  This yields break-
through capital and operational cost reductions, 
short ordering lead times, simple and rapid field 
construction, and the ability to maximise the use of 
local content and labor.

Additive manufacturing is changing the way the 
world makes everything. By enabling you to pro-
duce prototypes, tools and final parts directly from 
CAD data, additive manufacturing creates dramatic 
reductions in delivery times and production costs, 
so you can easily respond to customer needs and 
market changes.

Working with Stratasys Professional Services, you 
will develop an additive manufacturing mind set 
– in other words you will learn how to “think” ad-
ditive manufacturing. With additive manufacturing 
comes intense innovation – the opportunity to re-
think existing product designs and ideate entirely 
new product concepts. Stratasys Professional Ser-
vices is ready to help you fully exploit the unique 
benefits of 3D printing by employing more complex 
geometries, fewer parts, and more creative designs.

eSolar employs the contract manufacturing model 
for our technology fabrication and workmanship in 
which the customer places the order with our Tier 
1 supplier for the majority of the SCS supply. To 
complete the balance of the solar field system and 
plant, eSolar partners with various leading technol-
ogy companies in coordination with the desires of 
the project developer and their EPC to meet project 
needs.

Solar energy is the most equitably distributed natu-
ral resource on the planet. Photons know no cultur-
al, historical, or political limits. eSolar’s Vision is to 
change the world by making solar power competi-
tive with fossil fuels. Our Mission is to invent, devel-
op and deliver the most reliable and cost-effective 
dispatchable solar power worldwide.



Noetica ltd.
innovation in contact 
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daNNy siNGeR
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Founded more than 18 years ago, Noetica, the Lon-
don-based call centre technology specialists, devel-
ops advanced technology to companies operating 
contact centres. Through its flagship product Syn-
thesys™, Noetica delivers a broad range of call cen-
tre technology solutions to global blue chip clients 
across diverse industries and areas including con-
tact centre business process outsourcing (BPO), in-
surance, media, fundraising plus many more. Noet-
ica takes pride knowing that their clients are the 
driving force behind their product development.

Determined to remain on the cutting edge of tech-
nology in its field, Noetica were recent recipients of 
the award for Innovation in Call Centre Technology, 
Most anticipated Disruptive Technology “Live Per-
son Detection”. The award vindicates its continuing 
approach to invest in the research and develop-
ment of technology, whilst working with industry 
regulatory bodies to ensure compliance with the 
strict governance of the outbound dialling indus-
try, allowing for the invention of the game changing 
Live Person Detection (LPD™).

It is the development of technology such as LPD™ 
which has helped Noetica solve issues affect-
ing both its clients and the general public, proof 
of Noetica’s commitment to put its client’s needs 
first and become true partners with them. Indeed, 
the invention of LPD™ as well as most R&D work 
that has been, and continues to be, carried out in 
Noetica’s labs was, and is, driven by listening to its 
clients’ concerns and attempting to solve their op-

erational problems through technological advance.
A ‘techie’ company at heart, delivering multi-chan-
nel technologies such as predictive dialling, dynam-
ic call scripting, customer relationship management 
(CRM), automatic call distributor (ACD), interactive 
voice response (IVR), across most vertical plat-
forms, Noetica has recently worked on improving 
other areas such as marketing, business processes 
and products standardisation with a view to enable 
stability and growth. Refraining from employing a 
sales team, instead it uses its industry and technol-
ogy experts to engage with clients directly, letting 
them know that its strong client account manage-
ment function can be relied upon from the incep-
tion of a business relationship. 

With the decline of enterprise telephony based on 
the prevalence of session initiation protocol (SIP) 
and cloud-based telephony in the last 12 months 
and expecting the tightening of regulations around 
cold calling to give rise to new technologies, Noet-
ica’s commitment to its clients to research and de-
velopment will ensure its ability to leverage into 
new channels such as mobile apps, social media for 
direct marketing for future growth and success.

supatools limited
ExcEllEncE in it-BaSEd SErvicE 

managEmEnt SolUtionS

chRis WalkeR

www.supatools.com
+64 9 3611434

sales@supatools.com

SupaTools Limited is a privately owned company 
based in Auckland, New Zealand. We have over 
25 years experience in the IT industry, and have a 
mixed background including software development, 
security, IT strategy and operations. 

Managing IT is complex enough, so the last thing 
anyone needs is a complicated tool to manage it. 
Using the knowledge we’ve gained working at the 
coal face, we’ve designed software that is easy to 
understand and use. 

We pride ourselves on delivering personal support, 
and we don’t treat our customers like a number. We 
also listen carefully to all feedback and incorporate 
many of our customer ideas directly into future 
software releases. 

SupaTOOLS development started in 2006. It was 
originally called ‘easyCMDB’ and focused solely on 
Configuration Management. Since then, we have 
extended the software to support all major ITIL 
processes and hence renamed the software and 
split it into modules. This enables the customer to 
choose what components to deploy and expand 
when convenient. 

“ouR GRoWth has beeN 
puRely oRGaNic, aNd maNy 

of ouR customeRs come 
fRom RefeRRals aNd  
WoRd-of-mouth.” 

SupaTOOLS now provides a fully integrated ITSM 
toolset and is used by companies worldwide in 
a variety of ways, including help desk, change 
management and manufacturing processes. Our 
growth has been purely organic, and many of 
our customers come from referrals and word-
of-mouth. We are now competing and being  
compared favourably with a number of widely 
recognised brands on the world stage. We are 
confident our software provides one of the most 
cost effective, adaptable and innovative solutions 
of its kind on the market.
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Samsung Electronics has come a long way since 
releasing its first Full HD 3D TV back in 2010. The 
South Korean technology giant has become the 
global market leader in high-tech electronics 
manufacturing and digital media. Following the 
announcement of several exciting projects their 
dominance is set to continue for many years to 
come.

This year the innovative SUHD TV celebrated a major 
milestone in the UHD era, surpassing the limitations 
of previous displays and delivering a superior 
picture quality with stunning contrast, striking 
brightness and spectacular colour. SUHD TVs nano-
crystal semiconductor transmits different colours of 
light depending on their size to produce the highest 
colour purity and light efficiency available today. 
This technology produces a wide range of more 
accurate colours, providing viewers with 64 times 
more colour expression than conventional TVs.

Additionally, Samsung is developing a display 
crammed so full of pixels that it produces a 3D effect, 
without the need for 3D glasses. The company is 
already looking to take the next step and surpass its 
own ‘Ultra HD’ 4k and even 8k screens by producing 
an 11k display. The super-sharp screens, expected 
to deliver 2250 pixels per inch, will be developed 
first for TVs and then scaled down for phones. It is 
hoped that the project, dubbed EnDK, will produce 
a prototype by 2018, and the technology will be 
ready for smartphone use by 2019.

Simplisys Ltd was founded in 2006 as a Value 
Add Reseller (VAR) for established vendors. The 
company was formed to lead the way in SaaS, 
pioneering the way forward with hosted (Cloud) 
software applications. In 2011 the decision was 
taken to drop all reseller’s relations in favour of 
developing and marketing our own application, 
“Citrus Service Desk”. 

Citrus Service Desk is designed from first principles 
to run as a service and underpin industry best 
practice (ITIL). Simplisys Ltd set out to design a 
product that was ‘Simply Smart’. The system had 
to be Easy to Use and Administer with a clear and 
consistent UI throughout but also Intelligent by 
design. “Simply-Smart” which combines a flexible 
Business Rules engine for system automation and 
configurable workflows sets Simplisys Service Desk 
apart from competitors.

Designed from the ground up to run in a browser, 
Citrus Service Desk leads the way in cloud based 
technology. With features and functions designed 
to underpin ITIL best practice Citrus Service Desk 
ease of use and intuitive design is a dream for many 
of the big players. Version 4.0, scheduled for release 
in November 2015 will see a move away from 
the Citrus brand in favour of the company name 
‘Simplisys’. The adoption of a modern windows 10 
type look and feel and packed full of more features 
combines to further improve the user experience.

“Our innovative heritage and spirit continue to 
push the boundaries of the home entertainment 
experience to new possibilities,” said HS Kim, 
president of the visual display business at Samsung 
Electronics. “Regardless of the content source, 
Samsung provides the leading picture in the industry 
and will continue to do so with our SUHD TVs. 
Consumers can trust that we are more committed 
than ever to consistently deliver a superior home 
entertainment experience for years to come.”

For over 70 years, Samsung has been dedicated 
to making a better world through diverse 
businesses that today span advanced technology, 
semiconductors, skyscraper and plant construction, 
petrochemicals, fashion, medicine, finance, hotels, 
and more. Through innovative, reliable products 
and services; talented people; a responsible 
approach to business and global citizenship; 
and collaboration with partners and customers, 
Samsung is taking the world in imaginative new 
directions.

“simply-smaRt” Which 
combiNes a flexible 

busiNess Rules eNGiNe foR 
system automatioN aNd 

coNfiGuRable WoRkfloWs“

Simplisys provides an exciting business opportunity 
for any technology organisation wishing to expand 
its operations in the service management arena. 
Simplisys Service Desk is designed to be multi 
lingual, it is currently available in English, Polish and 
Greek; other language packs can be easily created. 
Simplisys is now looking to expand overseas and 
keen to appoint partners to sell core products in all 
territories.  Please do not hesitate to contact Peter 
Lench on +44 1275 240500 to discuss opportunities 
in your country.
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Aerospace manufacturer Boeing recently outlined 
a variety of leading-edge technologies with the 
potential to make the flying experience more 
comfortable and exciting, as well as making 
airplanes more economical and efficient. Exciting 
developments include more spacious and modern 
interiors, new technologies that drive additional 
fuel efficiencies, and advanced materials that save 
weight.

Aerospace manufacturer Boeing has created the 
world’s lightest metal structure, which it claims 
is 99.99% hollow. The structure is so light that a 
sample can sit atop a dandelion. The revolutionary 
breakthrough claims to be 100 times lighter than 
Styrofoam and could be the future for aeronautical 
design.

The material, called Microlattice, is a 3D open-
cellular polymer structure and is inspired by bones 
where the outside is solid but on the inside you 
find a mostly hollow, yet extremely strong and light 
structure. Microlattice is made up of interconnected 
hollow tubes, each with a wall 1,000 times thinner 
than a human hair.

While being lightweight, its smart structure enables 
it to compress so it’s excellent at absorbing energy. 
Originally developed for the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the novel 
material could be used for battery electrodes, 
catalyst supports, and acoustic, vibration or shock 
energy damping.

Omni-ID is the global leader in developing and 
supplying passive, active and e-paper RFID-based 
solutions. The company is driving the Internet of 
Things (IoT) revolution for industrial applications 
in manufacturing, IT, energy, healthcare and 
government with complete asset tracking and 
material flow management solutions utilizing 
market leading technologies. 

As the original inventor of the on-metal RFID tag, 
Omni-ID boasts the most complete catalogue of 
industrial RFID products on the market, including 
its newest addition: ProVIEW. This groundbreaking 
solution for material flow management in 
manufacturing directly replaces the static paper 
labels used for decades to manage processes with 
a dynamic e-paper (the View tag) and software 
solution.  ProVIEW provides the ability to track 
assets and send dynamic, real-time instructions to 
the tag, completely changing the auto-identification 
industry landscape.  Designed to address the 
#1 cause of factory inefficiency today, ProVIEW 
effectively replaces the 40-year old paper-based 
Kanban system and provides manufacturing with 
the process agility to competitively address a highly 
competitive “on-demand” marketplace.

“We really feel that we’ve taken our airplane 
designs to the next level,” said Mike Sinnett, 
vice president of Product Development, Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes. “For nearly 100 years, 
Boeing has delivered market-leading innovations to 
airlines around the world. Our latest technological 
advancements reinforce our commitment to 
innovation leadership.”

This year Boeing announced it would be centring 
its innovation on incremental improvements that 
it can deliver more quickly to airlines with greater 
reliability and at a lower price. Boeing is currently 
developing seven models to upgrade its portfolio 
of jets with capacities from 125 seats to just over 
400 seats, plus a new military refuelling tanker. 
The updated products are adapting some of the 
technologically advanced features of the Dreamliner 
to models that have long been in production.

Boeing supports airlines and U.S. allied government 
customers in 150 countries. The company employs 
more than 165,000 people across the United States 
and in more than 65 countries, and leverages 
the talents of skilled people working for Boeing 
suppliers worldwide.

From improving inventory and supply chain 
management, to compliance and real time visual 
instructions – Omni-ID’s versatile family of products 
enables complete end-to-end asset tracking and 
management solutions in some of the harshest 
environments on earth.   

The winner of Corporate LiveWire’s Most 
Outstanding in Radio-Frequency Identification 
Solutions, Omni-ID’s award-winning, patented 
technologies excel in solving tracking and 
identification challenges with unprecedented 
accuracy today for Fortune 500 customers around 
the globe.  

Based in Rochester, NY, Omni-ID has local offices in 
the UK, India and Asia. For more information please 
visit www.omni-id.com.
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